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Chapter
1
“What do you think of this?” Kerrin says suddenly, turning away from the counter to
face me. Her face is a patchwork quilt of overpriced cosmetics, with stripes of green
and blue on her eyelids and blotchy pinks on her cheeks.
“Hmm?” I look up dewy eyed from my reverie. I’ve strayed from the circus of colors
at the makeup counter to the bath and body products, where I’ve been fingering the
beautiful bottles and inhaling the citrusy smells of the lotion of the moment. My
obsession with bath products borders on the perverse, and my bathroom, a clutter of
austere packaging and empty marketing promises, proves it.
We are in John Wanamaker’s in Center City, with its hushed department-store
atmosphere, high vaulted ceilings, and delicate railings. Wanamaker’s has taken quite
a hit in recent years, with Philadelphians instead preferring to go to the colorless local
malls in the suburban spread. The sales help stands listlessly on the floors, seemingly
unaware of the few patrons who still shop here. I do not own many elegant things, but
I have a breathtaking box of lace hankies given to me by my great-grandmother when
I was about four years old. They were purchased here, and I like to imagine the hustle
and bustle of the place back then, before people felt it was their divine right to shop in
flip-flops and torn sweatpants. To this day, the hankies sit in their signature
Wanamaker’s box in my bureau drawer, a reminder of a time when shopping was
glamorous.
It’s nearing the end of our lunch break—or Kerrin’s lunch break, to be more accurate.
As a result of a new touchy-feely employee program at the toy company where I work,
we’ve been given half-days on Fridays during the summer months. With as much
excitement as the CEO could muster, he told us the new policy would allow us to have
summertime fun and develop outside interests. So far, it has afforded me more time to
pursue lofty and mind-broadening goals, such as renting movies that feature the vapid
beauty of Keanu Reeves, and conducting a personal taste test of Philadelphia’s best
cheesesteaks with my roommate Michael. If today’s makeup shopping goes well for
Kerrin, I will add this to my list of potential Friday afternoon outings. Kerrin, on the
other hand, must get back to work by one-thirty, to her windowless, suffocating office
at University of Pennsylvania Hospital.
“Well?” asks the saleswoman, arching her over-plucked eyebrows at Kerrin. Her lab
coat and discreet enamel pin on its collar contrast vividly with her red talons, heavy
foundation, and shimmery lipstick. “This new summer collection seems perfectly
suited to your needs,” she says with conviction, and I make a mental note to ask Kerrin
exactly what are the cosmetics needs of a person who writes grants for cancer
research.
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“Ummm…that one,” Kerrin says, jabbing a fingertip at an eyeliner pencil. She juts her
chin out and tilts her head to one side, Kerrin-speak for “I’ve made up my mind.” For
just a moment, a hint of stress breaks through the makeup mask of the saleswoman.
“Are you sure that’s all you’ll be needing? Maybe you’d like me to show you how to
blend the eyeshadow colors again?”
She is playing a losing game. Kerrin hasn’t come here to abuse her or waste her time;
she genuinely wants to sample everything but won’t be strong-armed into buying
anything more than she needs. Try to swindle Kerrin, and you’ll wish you had stayed
home exfoliating today, I silently say to the hapless saleswoman.
“Can you believe that, Toby?” Kerrin says moments later as we walk toward her car
on 12th Street. She takes a long drag on her cigarette and lets the smoke out through
clenched teeth. “Thinking I’m going to buy all that crap. I told her I only needed one
thing.”
“Yes, but it’s her job to try and get you to buy more stuff. Plus, you looked like you
were really going for it, letting her keep putting different colors on you. You looked
like Ziggy Stardust or something,” I say, tightly clutching my bag of matching orangescented bath gel and shampoo in my left hand.
“What did you buy?” she asks, rooting in her bag for her keys. I’ve always been
amazed at friends who can walk and hunt for things in their purses at the same time.
My one such experiment ended up with my checkbook falling down an open manhole,
and I’ve been fearful ever since.
“Oh, just some orange bath gel and shampoo. I really can’t even afford it, I don’t know
what I was thinking,” I rationalize.
“You’re weird with that stuff. You need some sensuality in your life. Remember
pleasures of the flesh, Toby?” she grins. “It’s going to be a long, hot summer. I think
you should have some fun. And not the kind of fun that comes from”—she yanks the
bag from my hand and squints at the label on the shampoo—“some cosmetic company
on Long Island. I’ll call you this weekend.”
And with that, she gets into her car and lurches into traffic, nearly colliding with a
temporary barrier routing cars around City Hall. How like Kerrin to fight City Hall on
her lunch hour.

“Hello?” I call out as I open the front door. “Michael, are you here?”
I plop down on the sofa, thoroughly deflated from the bus ride from Center City.
Surely that’s not what the CEO of Toyland had in mind when he told us to enjoy our
Friday afternoons, I had been thinking only five minutes earlier while watching the
bus driver argue with a passenger about the live eel he was attempting to transport in a
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flimsy supermarket shopping bag. I wondered, was he going to eat it? Keep it as a pet?
Let it loose on the bus so he could secure the seat of his choice? Visit the sights with it
in tow? I knew better than to ask the question of my toothless seatmate, and instead
entertained myself by thinking about this guy and his eel traveling around the city,
taking pictures at Independence Hall, at the Liberty Bell with the eel snaking its way
into the giant crack. And now I can’t even pose the question to Michael or share my
demented Fodor’s Guide to Traveling with Eels fantasy.
Michael is my friend of almost four years and roommate of two. We met when I was
an undergraduate at Philadelphia College of the Arts and he was a graduate student at
the conservatory on Broad Street. His cousin, my junior year roommate, was a flighty
fashion design student who liked to design using soft fabrics and pastel colors and
whose command of language was so poor that I nearly fainted the day she said, “Toby,
I knew you like plants, so I brang this fica from home.” Still, Sheila was sweet and
even-tempered, and most importantly, she held still when my figure drawing portfolios
were due at semester’s end and I needed to draw someone quickly. After graduation,
Sheila moved to Illinois to take a job at a uniform company, where she designs
surgical scrubs and the saccharine designs that grace pediatric nurses’ tops. She still
sends Michael and me catalogs that showcase her work, and our current favorites are
“Thermometer on Thorazine” (our name, not the manufacturer’s)—a pattern featuring
a deranged-looking oral thermometer with dull, heavy-lidded eyes and its tongue
flopping out—and “Junkie Bear” (again, our name), a sprightly, freckled cub clutching
a syringe.
Because Michael is a few years older than we are, he would periodically check in on
Sheila and take her out for a quick bite or lend her money for sewing supplies. At first,
I found Michael unbelievably mysterious and enigmatic, owing mainly to the fact that
he was studying music and had sweetly unkempt hair and therefore, in my mind, must
have been dark and brooding. But as I tagged along with him and Sheila for pizza or a
movie, I learned that my initial impression, as it is with most things, wasn’t quite right.
He was serene and introspective, but with only a hint of the bleakness that so
thoroughly infected so many of the art and music students I knew. Make no mistake, at
times he could brood with the best of them, snapping at Sheila and taking a haughty
tone that I imagine he must have cultivated at a young age while his clarinet case was
being swiftly kicked around the schoolyard. But for the most part, unlike his peers
who scowled constantly and hunched under the weight of their instrument cases and
their affectation, he was creative without being crazy, artistic without being angstridden.
I rouse for a minute, swearing I can hear the bleat of a clarinet upstairs. “Toby?”
Michael shouts from the second floor of our house. “Is that you?”
Michael walks slowly down the tiny staircase, which is pitched at such a severe angle
that it seems like I see his legs for a full five seconds before seeing his waist. After
Sheila and I graduated, Michael and I both needed a place to live. He was finishing his
master’s degree and I was about to begin a search for a real job. His requirements were
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minimal: He needed someone who wouldn’t mind him practicing his clarinet and
would cheerily put up with kids of all ages traipsing through the house for private
music lessons. I didn’t really have too many demands, other than the house not having
a wino-in-residence on the front stoop (like the place I shared with Kerrin for one
semester). The search for a place to live was so painless that I took it as a very good
sign, and we ended up on a tree-lined street close to the art museum. Our house is a
trinity, so called because it is made of three tiny floors, each stacked directly on top of
the last and connected by a labyrinth of narrow, steep staircases.
Michael grimaces when he sees the Wanamaker’s bag, the end of which is now rolled
under and damp from sweat. “Another bath thing?” he asks, crinkling his nose. He
picks up the newspaper from the couch, sits down, and flips through it absently. “Well,
anyway,” he adds, “please don’t be throwing that stuff around the bathroom. I think I
might be allergic.”
Michael is as allergic to my array of bath products as he is to the air in our apartment
or the sheet music he reads every day. Raised by two prominent, brilliant Johns
Hopkins surgeons in a tony suburb of Baltimore, Michael was left with a triple threat:
lots of time alone, access to gruesome medical texts, and an active, creative mind. He
developed such a case of hypochondria that he’s convinced that he’s suffered from
diabetes, a brain tumor, allergies of every type, bipolar disorder, lupus, and leukemia,
just to name some highlights. I try to explain to him on a regular basis that
hypochondria isn’t a very manly trait, but to no avail.
“OK. I’ll watch it,” I say, opting to take the high road about the allergies. “Oh, listen to
this! There was this guy on the fifty-two bus with an eel. A real one. And the bus
driver was giving him a hard time.”
“What do you think he was going to do with it?” Michael asks, glancing up as he
refolds the paper.
“My question exactly. I’m thinking maybe this citywide tour where…”
“Do you want to go shopping tonight? We need a lot of stuff,” he says, cutting me off,
uninterested in the eel mystery.
“Too depressing to go grocery shopping on a Friday night, no,” I shake my head
vehemently.
“Yes, but Toby,” he reasons, “I’m the one with the car and I’m going away for the
weekend. What’s more depressing than you going shopping alone and having to use
that fold-out cart that you say makes you feel like a little old lady?” He raises one
eyebrow for emphasis as he pushes his crooked, oversized wire-rimmed glasses back
up his nose. Reluctantly, I agree.
“I’m going to get ready for my lesson with Linda,” he says, standing up and
smoothing his shirt. “Then when she leaves, we’ll go.” He pulls a tiny plastic case
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from his pocket and removes a clarinet reed, which he slides into his mouth like a
veteran smoker languidly bringing a cigarette to his lips.
“Is she the one with the adopted brother from Bolivia? Or the one who still wets the
bed?”
“Neither,” he answers, removing the slender piece of wood, feeling it gently with his
thumb, then frowning and popping it back in. “She’s the one with the three pigtails.”
“Oh, yeah,” I say, immediately picturing the student. As if on cue, the doorbell rings,
and Michael greets Linda. Three pigtails, two beginner music books, and one flute
case covered with rainbow stickers.
“OK, Linda, off we go. Did you practice like we talked about?” She nods in a studied
yet noncommittal way, as only kids can when they lie, while looking at Michael’s
shoes. “Oh, and by the way, Toby, Jenna called,” he shouts over his shoulder.
“Something about her new job. Call her.”

Jenna. Preternaturally perky Jenna, with her white teeth and perfect figure and shiny
hair. We graduated from college three years back and she had the most stunning
portfolio our teachers had ever seen. They clamored to get her jobs, while the rest of
us had to send out resumé upon resumé, pound the pavement, cry, and swear. The
problem with Jenna wasn’t that she was just a born designer—she could have been a
born anything. She worked hard and never complained. She made deadlines and even
had time to help her classmates. Don’t know how long to put your photo in the fixer
for? Ask Jenna. Not sure if that typeface looks good when italicized? Ask Jenna.
Dropped and smashed your lithography stone into nine thousand pieces? Ask Jenna.
We hated her.
Surprisingly, though, Jenna and I stayed in touch after graduating. She went to New
York for a short time and worked for a company that designs and produces elaborate
film title sequences for those blockbuster action-adventure movies. But she didn’t like
being away from her family in Pennsylvania, and she wasn’t happy with the fast pace
of Manhattan. When she returned, some people found a bit of glee in her failure, but I
sympathized. I had done a summer working for a design firm in Greenwich Village
and had felt as though I’d needed tranquilizers just to face the subway ride each day.
So every time that Jenna called, it was a mixture of happiness and envy that washed
over me. We didn’t speak or hang out that often, but when we did, I usually felt a
sense of jealousy and regret for days after—jealous of her life and regretful that I
hadn’t been able to catch up yet. For awhile, Michael even forbade me to spend time
with her, because I would be in such a weird mood afterward.
I sit in my room and carefully line up my new orange bath gel and shampoo bottles on
the dresser, then catch a glimpse of myself in the mirror. I compulsively mash down
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my hair, an auburn frizz with a mind of its own. Summer in Philadelphia is unkind to
my wild mane and skin and always makes me feel greasy and shiny. I’m thinking
about lying down for a quick nap when I hear the languid thunk-thunk-thunk of a
metronome, the first strains of Linda’s lesson, and her shrill whining as Michael tries
to gently correct her. A month earlier, in a fit of inspiration while tanked up on cheap
beer, Michael and I painted the walls of my room a soft pale yellow. Now I feel like
it’s melting all around me, like I’m encased in a hot piece of buttered white toast.
Kerrin was right; it’s going to be a long, hot summer.
I take a deep breath, pick up my Snoopy phone, and dial Jenna’s number.

Michael is placidly peeling open the husks of an ear of corn and peering inside. He
grimaces and tosses it back on the pile.
“We don’t need corn, anyway,” I say impatiently. “Hurry up, this produce aisle is
yucky.” We are in the Super Fresh on Pine Street, and like all true urban supermarkets,
it’s small, dirty, cramped, and quick to ignite my temper. Michael slowly pulls up to
me with the shopping cart, leans forward, and puts his elbows on the handle. His face
is level with mine, and I watch him as his eyes dart back and forth over the apple
display. Michael is all angles, with sharp cheekbones that you could grate a tough
block of Parmesan on, and a big, square forehead. His bright blue eyes are his one
pride point, although they are hidden to the point of obstruction by the glare on his
thick glasses, and I’ve toyed with the idea of suggesting that he choose another feature
to be vain about. His lips are slightly curled down at the edges, so it looks as though
he’s always ready to frown, even when he’s quite contented. He claims this is actually
ideal for a clarinet player, that his genes must have known to align just the right way
so he could get the lips he did, but I have my doubts about that one.
We’re turning the corner into the cereal and candy aisle when Michael asks, “So what
did Jenna have to say?” He reaches over and hurls a family-size pack of Tootsie Rolls
into the cart.
I sigh and wait for the announcement over the supermarket’s PA system to finish,
grateful for once in my life that there needs to be a cleanup in aisle three, as it gives
me time to figure out how to share Jenna’s news without sounding too bitter.
“She’s got a job at WPHX. News graphics. Designing them and then producing them.
Apparently it’s quite gratifying, and I’m sure there’s lots of money in it,” I say as
evenly as I can.
“Is that the station with the seventies theme or the newscaster with the bad acne?”
“Seventies theme,” I answer blithely. “Well, I told her I’d watch this weekend. She’s
only doing the weekend news segments for now, then they’ll move her to the week if it
works out.”
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“Don’t sound so thrilled for her, Toby.”
“Sorry, Michael,” I answer in staccato tones. “I am happy for her. It’s just hard…you
know how I feel; she always seems to get what she wants. I guess you can’t really
understand, living your dream and all that.”
“Oh, yeah, living my dream,” he says, sniffing. He breaks into a wide-eyed, spooky
smile. “Do you think that working wedding gigs like I do is living my dream? Or that
bribing my school-age saxophone students with Tootsie Rolls is living my dream?” He
roots around in the cart for the bag of candy to make the point, but he can’t find it and
instead pulls a bag of chips into the air. He tosses them back. “Or composing these
dumb commercials is my dream?” he asks, referring to a recent job he just landed,
consulting for an area ad agency and composing music for local radio spots. It was
lucrative, but even I had to admit that it was a huge waste of Michael’s talents.
“I’m sorry, I don’t know what I meant,” I say, suddenly feeling contrite and
embarrassed.
“Besides, you can ‘live your dream,’ whatever that is. You don’t have to stay at the toy
company, you know,” he says, steering the cart into the pharmacy section of the
supermarket. A little boy clutching a jar of Ovaltine darts in front of us.
“I know. I don’t know if my dream is only career-related. I’m not really sure what it is
exactly.”
“Oh, I need these,” Michael says slowly, rolling the cart to a stop in front of the
condom display. “I mean, let’s hope I will,” he adds, looking away from me and
glancing conspiratorially at the condoms. He quickly scans the seemingly endless
selection and chooses a kind in an orange box. I look at the floor and try to remember
who he is visiting this weekend. Was it the cellist he met at the gig at Bryn Mawr? Or
his ex-girlfriend, the one who dropped him when she realized that a clarinetist
wouldn’t be able to provide her with lavish dinners, expensive jewelry, and a Volvo?
Everyone, from Kerrin on down to the owner of the All-In-One convenience store on
the corner, wants to know what the real score is between Michael and me—and I’m
always happy to tell them that the only score between us is the framed and
autographed one that hangs in the hall outside his bedroom door, entitled “Suburban
Speakeasy 2.0.” It was written by his composer friend Anthony, full of angry oboes,
grouchy bassoons, and digital bleeps and bips, and was featured briefly in a movie
made by a local filmmaker. And even though I appreciate Kerrin’s comment about
pleasures of the flesh, having “Suburban Speakeasy 2.0” as the only score between us,
between our rooms that mirror one another across a three-foot hallway in our tiny
trinity, suits me just fine.
“Let’s move away from this aisle,” I say as the little boy drops his jar of Ovaltine to
begin fingering the boxes of diaphragm jelly that line the shelves beneath the pegged
condom display. “It’s creeping me out. He’s too little to be so interested in this kind of
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stuff.”
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Chapter
2
It’s raining today, that humid kind of summer rain where even though it comes down
in sheets, you know that it’s not really washing anything away. It’s just sort of moving
the dirt around. Even the little kids who normally play unsupervised for hours on our
street must be indoors with their Saturday morning cartoons. Although Philadelphia is
a far cry from New York, our neighborhood shares something uniquely common with
it: You only have to walk from one block to the next and you can go from fancy,
gentrified apartments to run-down, sad-looking buildings and entirely questionable
watering holes. It goes: seedy block-gentrified block-seedy block-seedy blockgentrified block-gentrified block-seedy block, ending down by the river. It’s not hard
to guess which type of block the clarinetist, the entry-level designer, and the kids who
play unsupervised for hours live on.
With nothing but the newspaper and my thoughts to entertain me this morning, I begin
to ruminate about what Michael said in the supermarket last night. It’s true, I don’t
have to stay at my job.
I took it right after finishing college, partially because I was so grateful that someone
would hire me, and partially because I thought it would be somewhat exciting or
glamorous to work at a toy company. But as I soon found out, it was not so much like
Big—more like Big Joke, and the employees were the recipients of the punch line. It
was right over the river in New Jersey, and its hulking size cut an imposing figure over
the local suburban landscape. But inside was total pandemonium: upper-management
people who seemed less mature than the focal group kids rushed around, hollered,
argued all the time. Over dolly underwear. Over whether or not a die-cast car should
have .012 cent’s worth of glow-in-the-dark paint on it. Over the shade of green of a
blister-card package or the salience of a slick TV commercial showing a toy doing
something it could never, ever do.
I was promptly given a job in the packaging and graphics department, where I spend
my days toiling over instruction sheets for toys. After I got the job, Kerrin made me a
little sticker that reads, “Toby ‘Some Assembly Required’ Morris”; it’s still tacked to
my cubicle wall. That’s a pretty accurate description: When you see those three fateful
words on a toy box and you pull out those drawings and instructions, I’m the one who
has done them. Stickers, too.
It’s not an unpleasant job and I admit to getting a thrill when a new toy lands on my
desk and I get to play with it, disassemble it, and draw its parts. I am also probably the
only one in my group of friends who can open her file desk at work and see folders
labeled “Scrubbin’ Scruffy,” “Play and Clay Petunia,” “Dinosaur Delicatessen,” and
“Tressie Trolls,” to name a few. It’s also a good icebreaker at parties, because as I said,
everyone finds the notion of working at a toy company enchanting and thinks I must
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be a happy little elf. Well, most parties, that is. When I visited my older sister Julie out
in Tucson last spring, she introduced me to a bunch of her thirty-something friends
who all have kids. When one found out what I did, she snarled, “My husband and I
hate people like you. We curse those instruction sheets every Christmas Eve.” The rest
of them snickered and sneered and nodded their heads in agreement as Julie shrugged
apologetically.
So it’s not bad overall, I reason. People do jobs that are a lot harder, or more
demeaning, or where they don’t get to use their skills at all. But sometimes when I’m
illustrating how Axle A snaps into Rod C or how Sticker 7 fits over the entryway to
the playhouse, I get the creepy feeling that I shouldn’t be devoting my life to
processed plastics. Processed plastics that will be played with for a few months and
then relegated to a toy box and sold in a garage sale.
I’m about to stop thinking about work and begin thinking about my love life when the
phone rings. It’s Kerrin, her voice swathed in Saturday-morning raspiness.
“Hey, Toby. How’s it going?”
“OK, I guess. Michael’s out of town, so it’s just me today.”
“Oh, boo hoo.” Kerrin and Michael don’t get along so well—they can tolerate each
other but that’s about it. Michael finds her a bit brash and scary. Kerrin finds him too
given to introspection and has a zero-tolerance policy for his classical music.
“Well, anyway, how come I didn’t see you last night at First Friday?” This is
Philadelphia’s answer to the gallery scene. On the first Friday evening of every month,
all the galleries in Kerrin’s neighborhood open their doors and serve wine and cheese,
and people flock to ooh and aah over modern art. It’s not a bad way to spend an
evening, although I suspect that I don’t own enough black clothing to make it a regular
thing.
“I don’t remember saying I was going to go. Besides, I had to go grocery shopping last
night with Michael,” I answer lamely. I hear the tsssst of a match striking a matchbook
as Kerrin lights a cigarette.
“That sounds boring. Anyway, Will was there, that’s why I thought you might come.”
Will is a tiny, bespectacled Amerasian guy who works in the art gallery below Kerrin’s
apartment. He is cute and sweet and smiley and has a waist that’s smaller than mine.
This last part could be a problem.
“Yeah, he was asking for you,” she continues. “‘Where’s Toby? Toby the Toy Girl?’
That’s what he calls you now, ‘Toby the Toy Girl.’ But you know what’s weird? No
matter what angle I look at him from, he doesn’t look like John Lennon to me.”
“No, Sean. Sean Lennon. Don’t you know my taste better than that, Kerrin?” I ask
with mock irritation in my voice. “Why would I even entertain thoughts of a guy who
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looked like John Lennon? You know how I dislike unwashed hippies.”
“Oh, yeah, right. I thought you were going to incinerate your clothes after that stint in
Cambridge,” she laughs, referring to a month-long visit to my cousin up in
Massachusetts after I graduated from college. My bath product consumption reached a
fever pitch up there—probably because I felt as though I was bathing for a whole city.
I found Boston pleasant enough, almost benign with its shiny-eyed, apple-cheeked
college student culture, although coming from racially mixed Philadelphia, I kept
wondering where they were hiding all the black people. But Cambridge was another
story altogether—teeming with brilliant people who couldn’t find the soap.
“Anyway, I don’t know, I thought maybe you meant from their ‘Twist and Shout’
period,” she sniffs. This brings a smile to my face as I think of Michael saying that he
can tell a lot about a girl by the type of Beatles songs she references in a conversation.
He says if he meets a girl who mentions “Twist and Shout” or “Octopus’s Garden” or
“Michelle,” forget it. He’s more “Glass Onion” or “Tomorrow Never Knows,”
idiosyncratic songs that suit his idiosyncratic self. My favorite is a nutty, meandering
tune called “You Know My Name, Look Up the Number,” in which John Lennon
alternately mutters incoherently and shrieks over several tempo changes. Michael says
I’m musically hopeless and that it’s no wonder my love life is a nonexistent wasteland.
“Well, tell Will to hold on. Maybe I’ll come to the next First Friday.”
“That’s a long way off! A bunch of us are going out tonight to see Knockout Mouse.
Come with us and I’ll run down to the gallery and invite Will right now.”
“Is that a band or a movie?”
“Toby, don’t be a loser. It’s a band! That mambo one I was telling you about. You’ll
love them. Meet me at my apartment at nine o’clock, OK?”
“OK,” I say reluctantly. Truth be told, I’m more in a hurry to wrap up with Kerrin than
I am to see Knockout Mouse, because the news is coming on in three minutes. WPHX
news, featuring Jenna’s news graphics. I’m terrified not to watch, because I know
Michael will ask me if I did. And if I don’t, he’ll accuse me of being jealous and petty.
Which of course I am, whether I watch the news or not.

Da da da da da da da, da-da-da-da, da da da daaa daaa! The news starts with
WPHX’s signature cheesy music, the same one that they’ve been using since I was
about three years old. I can distinctly remember sitting on my green beanbag chair in
my parents’ ochre den with the burnt umber shag rug and hearing these exact same
notes. I haven’t watched the weekend news in ages, and I crack open a bottle of nail
polish as the first story begins, about a fatal fire in South Philadelphia. Sure enough, to
the right of the overly coiffed newscaster’s head is a small, rectangular graphic with a
montage of a burning building and a fireman. So far, so good.
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Next is a story about a product recall, and that same rectangular space is now sporting
a baby walker and a rattle. Now a bit of international news, and Italy appears in the
rectangle in all its boot-shaped glory. It’s funny, I think as I look away from the TV
and splay my fingers to admire the Purple Passion on my nails, I never paid attention
to these graphics. I never really thought that someone had to sit down and make them.
Which, coincidentally, is what people say all the time about my job and instruction
sheets. Like they thought toy assembly instructions were developed at the North Pole,
I presume.
Suddenly, a little glitch: a story about Gorbachev. His picture appears in the rectangle,
but mixed in with his red head splotch is a bit of green. Uh-oh. I recap Purple Passion
and lean in closer to the TV. Yes, there’s no doubt about it: green. Jenna is probably
shrieking, I think. No, wait—she won’t be shrieking because it looks fine to her. Her
bosses are probably shrieking, because they don’t yet know Jenna’s deepest and
darkest—and probably only—secret.
Jenna’s one imperfection is that she is severely color-blind. Not just a little, like in that
cute way where guys sometimes wear one blue sock and one black one because they
can’t see the difference. A lot.
Like a stutterer avoiding certain words or a hard-of-hearing person saying “yup” to
everything, Jenna had developed some keen coping mechanisms by the time she got to
art school. She elaborately labeled her paint mixtures in painting class and created her
own mysterious color palettes on the computer. Naturally, we all thought this was just
her way of keeping things organized and methodical. But then one fateful day, her
paints went missing and she was forced to use someone else’s. When it came time to
critique our grayscale paintings of a still life, she was ornery and red in the face. Our
teacher, a man who would have been a brilliant artist and teacher if he hadn’t been so
consistently drunk, pointed to Jenna’s painting and said amusedly, “Interesting use of
color here. It seems like most of the class sees this as a warm color and used reds to
warm up their grays. But this has green.” Jenna said nothing, and he quickly moved on
to another painting, but when I found her sitting sullenly in the bathroom after class,
she clued me in. I was also sworn to secrecy, even though I kept telling her that color
blindness isn’t some kind of stigma, like having an addiction or liking Rush. But she
kept sputtering, “Toby, a color-blind designer. Think about it. Who would take me
seriously?”
Well, our teachers and lots of employers, for one. As long as she had her palettes and
fancy color systems, she could keep it a secret and wow them all. But I did feel for her
then as I do even now: It must be difficult to keep it all together on the outside yet
have this constant worry hanging over you that you’ll be found out as a fraud and a
fake. Lucky for me, I feel pretty confident that the world sees me as a falling-apart
wreck, so there’s nothing to fear in that department. Well, maybe no one caught Gorby.
I mean, it’s the Saturday noontime news, for crying out loud, how many people could
be watching? Maybe she can blame it on some engineering intern there. I make a note
on the front page of the newspaper to call tomorrow and tell her how nice I thought all
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the graphics looked.
I guess her portion of the news is done now; they’re doing sports and there’s some
footage of Darren Daulton. Then it’s time for the weather. I’m about to turn the TV off
when I see him.

J.P. Cody.
The weekend weatherman.

I slowly sit back down and look intently at the screen. He’s sweeping his hand across
the Midwest and talking about drought, but I couldn’t care less about the crops of
Kansan farmers right now. I’m transfixed by his brilliant blue eyes and wavy black
hair. He’s got swollen, pouty lips that wouldn’t look entirely out of place on a female
supermodel, but they don’t compromise his masculinity in the remotest way. He’s
wearing a suit like all weathermen do, but this one isn’t the standard issue, boring blue
number—it’s dark gray and has groovy lapels that set him apart but don’t make him
look freakishly trendy. He turns sideways ever so slightly to explain the incoming
cloud cover over Pennsylvania and I’m damning whoever decided that you should
never show your back to the camera, because I wouldn’t mind a rear view. I decide
that he’s thirty, tops. My mouth is actually hanging open, and I’m riveted to the screen.
Then it’s “Back to you, Jill,” and the weather report is over. No more J.P. Cody until
next weekend. No more J.P. Cody until next weekend? Who is this guy and why did I
wait so long to watch the weekend news? I blow on my fingernails and try to convince
myself that it’s really dumb to become infatuated with a TV celebrity. Not even a
celebrity, a weatherman! (Or maybe he prefers to be called a meteorologist.) I think
about how to ask Jenna if she knows anything about him. And then I shudder when I
think about how I’d ever explain a crush like this to Kerrin. I’m squeezing my eyes
shut and trying to visualize whether or not he was wearing a wedding ring (I don’t
think so, but perhaps this is wishful thinking) when the doorbell jolts me off the couch.
I peer out the front window and see Hector, a runny-nosed student of Michael’s from a
seedy block two streets over. Because Hector’s interest in learning music is
ridiculously out of proportion to his mother’s ability to pay for it, Michael generously
gives him a weekly lesson for roughly the price of a few purchases from the ice cream
truck that winds its way down our street in summertime. (And I know to stick around
when Hector’s in the house, because the petty cash in Michael’s wallet often results in
a Bomb Pop for me.) Hector is wearing a tattered T-shirt and is gripping his clarinet in
one hand—no case, just the clarinet.
“Hi, Hector,” I say briskly as I open the door. “Michael’s away, did he cancel his
lesson with you?” I hate when Michael goes away and forgets to cancel his lessons; it
leaves me to deal with the confused kids and angry parents. The kids can be calmed
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